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Busyness And The Quest To Have It All Together

Why are we still over-committing to make it look like we have it all
together?

Laurie Bullock in 500 Words On on Oct 20, 2015

For most of my college career I have had difficulty knowing what to do with free time in my schedule. After
finishing a challenging and rewarding year as the sports editor for the student paper, I came into senior
year with a significantly less hectic schedule. Somehow, that manageable schedule, where I had
Wednesdays off from work and classes, turned into me juggling 18 school credits, three side jobs, one
internship and one volunteering gig.

I’m sure you’ve already guessed that I’m no longer free on Wednesdays.
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I’m excited about the things I am doing this semester that have taken up the space that I had originally tried

to have for free time. However, my tendency to overcommit is not healthy. It’s taken me a few semesters,

but I’ve realized the driving force in my overcommitment comes from fear and desire to quiet it, through

being too busy to notice it. The more commitments I have on my plate, the less time I have to think about

the emotions stirring inside me. Being perpetually busy is the simplest and most discreet form of escapism.

I have a deep fear of failure, and when I see the opportunity that would look good on my resume, I take it

without thinking about what’s already on my plate. Living in the constant fear of not doing enough will keep

you up late at night, and no amount of internships or side jobs will quiet the voices that you could be doing

something else.

The “fake it until you make it” mentality has been detrimental to us as a society, especially when it’s paired

with the idea that the busier you are, the more success you’ll have. The combination leaves us scrambling

to get our lives together in the three to four years we go through undergrad. So we pile on the unpaid

internships, take as many freelancing gigs as we can, and consistently update our LinkedIn profiles with

the hopes that it’ll all somehow fall together and we can pin the title of “professional” on our chest as we

walk across the stage during graduation. But, as we all have heard, the chances of getting a job right out of

college are slim, and that only drives us pick up more experience, thus sacrificing more free time.

It’s not breaking news to say that we need to slow down, nor is it a new discovery to say that work is not

going to fulfill us completely. It’s hard for us to be present or relaxed when we’re around friends and family

because we’re worried about what assignment we are procrastinating, the stress we are feeling from the

job search or the worry that we could be doing something more productive.

Working hard is not wrong, but obsessively working and ignoring the relationships in your life is. We ignore

and grow distant to the people in our close circles in order to prove to them that we have it all together. We

can't ignore the people in our lives until we have "made it" in our careers and then expect them to still be

there when we are ready for the commitment to be invested in other's lives. We have to find that balance

between work, staying healthy, and keeping our relationships—even if it means we lose the image of

having it all together


